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Innovation built in.
We are pleased to share with you a selected range of our new appliances, to be
introduced into the Bosch accentline collection for our kitchen specialists. Our new
Serie 8 ovens bring much more than just outstanding functionality and craftsmanship.
Bosch is dedicated to making life in the kitchen easier. Sophisticated features deliver
perfect results every time, without spending hours trying to figure out how they work.

Everything you need at your fingertips.
The iconic, intuitive control wheel and large, high resolution
TFT-touch display make operating our ovens a breeze.
Pyrolytic self-cleaning means the oven will
clean itself when you need it to.
SoftOpen and SoftClose doors control the action of the
oven door gently, quietly and safely. It’s all in the detail.
Our new cooking function, 4D Hotair gives consistently
perfect results on all four shelf levels.
When you cook with a Serie 8 oven and experience PerfectBake
and PerfectRoast, there is almost no limit to what you
can do. The combination of these two sensor-controlled
functions ensures that your oven always knows exactly
how your dish is progressing. It sets the optimal heating
mode, temperature and cooking time accordingly.
The PerfectBake sensor measures the moisture level of your
dish and automatically regulates the baking process. The
PerfectRoast meat probe with three measuring points determines
the core temperature of your food to the exact degree.
Every dish, from roast beef to lemon pie, is cooked to perfection, so
you no longer need to constantly check on their progress – unless
you can’t help but admire the cutting-edge technology at work.
The easy way to perfect results.
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Scroll through for the
PerfectBake.
Baking has never been easier. The PerfectBake sensor offers precise sensitivity and constantly
measures the moisture level of your dishes as well as automatically regulating the baking
process. You’ll never have to set the heating mode, length of time or temperature again – the
PerfectBake sensor has it all under control. Simply select the type of dish, such as “Cake”, and
press “Start”. Your oven will do the rest. The result: breads and cakes baked to perfection.

Scroll through for the
PerfectRoast.
Traditional British beef, Easter lamb or Sunday roast chicken – with the
PerfectRoast meat probe, you’ll get perfect results every time. Just like a
professional chef, but with complete ease. Three highly sensitive measuring
points, determine the core temperature of your food to the exact degree
and second, guaranteeing perfect roasting results.

Control panel with TFT-touch display.

Control panel with TFT display.

Pyrolytic cleaning.
When you activate the pyrolytic cleaning function,
the oven heats up to 480°C and burns off any
grease and food residue. All that’s left is a little
You’ll always have a complete overview and full control of
all your oven’s functions. The intuitive control wheel and
full-width, high-resolution clear-text TFT-touch display with
direct select TouchControl-buttons make operating our
ovens a breeze. Clear, vivid images and helpful
prompts guide you through each step as you navigate
through the various programme options.
Our intuitive control wheel and high-resolution, cleartext TFT display with direct select buttons make oven
operation a pleasure from day one. Helpful icons and
clear descriptions inside the control ring provide all the
information you need, making it very easy for you to keep
track of the progress of your dishes.

We didn’t reinvent the wheel.
But we taught it how to cook.
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ash that you can easily remove with a paper towel.
Depending on the degree of grease and dirt that
has accumulated, select one of three different
cleaning programmes and press “Start” – your
oven will do the rest for you. And because the
baking trays and shelf rails are all pyrolytic-proof,
you can leave them in the oven during cleaning.
Only the wire shelves need to be removed.

Everything you need at hand: our new, intuitive control wheel makes cooking easier
than ever. With just a small turn of the stainless steel ring, you can adjust any of your
oven’s settings. The TFT-touch display, with its clear and straightforward design,
guides you through the various menu options. This gives you full control over your
dishes at all times with the perfect end result.
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Loads better for a
perfect sparkle.
The new Serie 8 dishwashers with VarioFlex Pro
basket system and Super 60°C programme – the
simple way to brilliant dishwashing results.

There’s only one way to
handle dirty dishes: put
them under pressure.

Even the dirtiest of dishes come up brilliantly clean
thanks to the Super 60°C programme. The new
high-speed pump generates intense water pressure
inside the machine to remove residual dirt for a
spotless shine. In addition this programme delivers
brilliant drying results.

VarioFlex Pro.

TFT display.

The innovative VarioFlex Pro basket system offers

The new high-resolution top display offers helpful

you a whole lot of different adjustment options

hints and supplementary information for optimum

and maximum flexibility when loading and

dishwasher use. For brilliant dishwashing results that

unloading dishes.

are always right on time.

TimeLight.

OpenAssist.

Bosch dishwashers are so quiet sometimes it’s hard

Now you can fully integrate your dishwasher into

to tell whether they are on or off, especially on fully-

your handle-free kitchen thanks to OpenAssist.

integrated models where there is no visible control

Simply by pressing gently on the door front,

panel. The new TimeLight indicates the programme

OpenAssist enables you to open your dishwasher

status and time remaining onto any floor surface So you’ll

without the need to compromise your sleek kitchen

never disrupt the dishwasher cycle again.

design with a handle. There is also a child lock option
for security.

Red touchpoints.
Touchpoints indicate where to fold down the foldable
racks or adjust the height of the upper basket. Thanks
to these markings, you can instantly spot how and
where to modify the baskets so you always have the
perfect solution for every combination of dishes.
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Single Ovens
HBG8769S1B

Dishwasher
Specifications

HBG675BS1B

Soft Close, Soft Open door
Digital temperature display with proposal
Actual temperature display

SMV88TD01G

TFT colour and graphics display with direct
select function

TFT colour and graphics display with direct
touch function
 ain Cooking Functions 4D Hotair, Hotair Eco, conventional
M
top and bottom heat, conventional heat Eco, Hotair grilling, full
width variable grill, half width grill, pizza function, bottom heat,
low temperature cooking, defrost, plate warming, keep warm

Specifications

 ain Cooking Functions 4D Hotair, Hotair Eco, conventional
M
top and bottom heat, conventional heat Eco, Hotair grilling, full
width variable grill, half width grill, pizza function, bottom heat,
low temperature cooking, defrost, plate warming, keep warm

Soft Close, Soft Open door
Digital temperature display with proposal

Energy consumption in Economy 50
programme: 266kWh per year, based on 280
standard cleaning cycles
 programmes Auto 35-45°C, Auto 45-65°C,Auto 65-75°C,
8
Super 60°C, Economy 50°C, Night Program 50°C,
Quick Wash 45°C, Pre Rinse

Actual temperature display

Heating-up indicator

Heating-up indicator

Bosch Assist

Pyrolytic self-cleaning function

Pyrolytic self-cleaning function

Pyrolytic proof wire racks and full width
enamelled pan

Energy consumption in Economy 50
programme: 0.93 kWh
A rated performance for washing
and A for drying

Pyrolytic proof wire racks and full width
enamelled pan

1 interior halogen light

Perfect Roast meat probe

Stainless steel control wheel

5 special options: Intensive Zone, VarioSpeed
Plus, Half Load, Hygiene Plus, Extra Dry

Perfect Bake sensor

Straight bar handle with steel handle fixing
blocks

Noise level dB (A) re 1pW: 42 dB

Drop down door

EcoDry – End of cycle door opening for
enhanced drying results

Stainless steel control wheel
Fast heat

The Bosch Assist feature on selected Serie 8 built
in ovens automatically sets precise information
on temperatures and cooking time. Scroll through
for our intuitive PerfectBake and PerfectRoast
functions for perfect results every time.

Straight bar handle with steel
handle fixing blocks

Drop down door

Drop down door

Fast heat

Fast heat

Sabbath setting

Sabbath setting

Easy fit shelf support rails
with electronic link

3 level telescopic rails with
stop function
2 x wire shelves
Full width enamelled pan

Even heat. Maximum flexibility.
Thanks to 4D Hotair, you can place your food on any of
the four shelf levels and the results will be consistently
perfect. Our new motor and fan wheel design makes
it possible: it changes the direction of rotation during
operation to distribute heat evenly on every level. And
that’s not all: with 4D Hotair, you can also bake and
roast on up to four different levels simultaneously.
So you’ll enjoy reliable results from top to bottom.

*Please note, these models do not have accentline branding on the fascia.
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Water consumption in Economy 50
programme: 2660 litres per year, based on
280 standard cleaning cycles
Programme time in Economy 50 programme:
195 minutes

1 interior halogen light

Scroll Bosch Assist for
precision cooking.

Specifications
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2 x wire shelves
Full width enamelled pan

VarioFlex Pro basket system
VarioDrawer Pro
3 stage Rackmatic height-adjustable top basket
6/8 foldable plate racks in top/bottom basket
Heat exchanger - hygienic and efficient drying

Take away the guess work.
Bosch dishwashers are so quiet sometimes it’s
hard to tell whether they are on or off. TimeLight
is an LED projection indicates the programme
status and time remaining onto any floor surface.
So you’ll never disrupt the dishwasher cycle again.

Where every pot has its place.
Our flexible VarioFlex Pro basket system
allows you to adjust the space inside of your
dishwasher to suit exactly the items you’re
washing. The foldable racks adapt to any load
whilst still securing everything in place.

DosageAssist detergent dispenser

Put a new spin on
your cooking career.

AquaMix Glass protection system
AquaStop anti flood device with guarantee
TimeLight - white light projection on floor
ChildLock double push to open

No matter how complicated the recipe, the Serie 8 oven makes it a piece of cake. These
cutting-edge ovens constantly monitor the progress of your cooking and automatically
regulate temperature and length of time. Whether you’re roasting meats or fish, cooking
vegetables or baking cakes and desserts, with the Serie 8 oven it couldn’t be easier to get
perfect results. Think of it as having your very own master chef helping you in the kitchen.

DoorOpen Assist - perfectly designed for
handless kitchens
Electronic time delay: 1-24 hours with acoustic
end of cycle indicator, water inlet indicator
Large item spray head, steam protection plate
Place Settings 14
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Customer service

Service you
can rely on.
For help with your home
appliance, trust Bosch
Customer Service.

Arrange an engineer visit.

Accessories.

Our appliances are manufactured to

Many appliances can be enhanced with

the highest standards, but if you do

optional extras, such as telescopic rails

need a visit from an engineer we are
here to help. We have teams of
locally based engineers around the
country – employed and trained
by Bosch*. This gives them unrivalled
expertise and knowledge of our

We advise that you register your
appliances so that we can contact
you about any product updates.
Visit registermyappliance.org.uk
for more information.

appliances. We repair appliances

You can also call Bosch directly to

both in and out of guarantee.

register your appliance on 0344 892 8979

All repairs are analysed in advance

(option 5). Please call us within 28 days

by a technical team so that the parts

of purchase to discuss the full range of

likely to be needed to complete

options for extending your warranty.

the repair are sent to the engineer’s
van the night before the visit.

Visit the Bosch online store.
Find a comprehensive selection of

your home please call:

accessories to help you get the most

Lines are open 24 hours.
Calls are charged at the basic rate, please check with your
telephone service provider for exact charges.

out of your appliance, along with our
full range of replacement spare parts
and cleaning & care products at
the Bosch online store.
You can also purchase Tassimo hot

You can also arrange an engineer

drinks machines, vacuum cleaners,

visit online: bosch-home.co.uk/

irons, steam stations, kettles, toasters

bookonline

and food preparation appliances
directly from us online.

cleaning and maintaining to keep
them looking great and operating
at peak performance.
Every one of our cleaning and care
products has been thoroughly tested
on your Bosch home appliance.

Replacement spare parts.
We keep in stock a comprehensive range
of replacement spare parts for our
appliances for up to ten years.
All our parts are original spare
parts, not copies.

Award-winning service.
Bosch Customer Service was
proud to win the Domestic & General

94.5% described our service as

new Bosch appliance from our current

excellent or good.

range, our product advice team can help.

for frequently asked questions

appliances are used daily, so need

surveys sent to customers and

features, or need assistance selecting a

or visit: bosch-home.co.uk

reliable product. However many

2015. The award is decided from

If you need help using programmes or

0344 892 8979

you know you are purchasing a quality,

Total Excellence & Quality Award for

Product advice.

You can call us on

When buying a Bosch home appliance,

and approved for safe and effective use

To arrange an engineer visit to

0344 892 8979

for ovens or special cookware for hobs.

You can call us on

0344 892 8979
or visit: bosch-home.co.uk/store

and helpful videos.

Calls will be answered 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
You can contact our specialist advisors Monday to Friday
8am to 8pm, Saturday 8am to 4pm and Sunday 9am to 3pm.
*In some remote areas we may use an approved service partner where the repair process may vary.

